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Important Notice

Unicode  Systems  reserves  the  right  to  make  corrections,  modifications,  enhancements,

improvements, and other changes to its products and services at any time and can discontinue

any product or service without notice.

Extension Overview

The Banner Slider Extension will help highlight your promotion, campaign or any events by 

using banner slider. It provides an ideal way to display multiple images. It also provides the 

ability to add start date and end date for each banner image. For SEO alt text can be added 

to the banners.

Sometimes, vendors want to attract customers with their promotions, campaigns or any other

sales offer, they can use eye-catching sliders with banners having the information about the 

offers which engage customers with the effects on the sliders to go through the information.

Customers can create sliders with multiple banners. Banners can be added easily by editing the



slider and creating banners from the popup appeared.

For enable, disable and delete there is a facility of massaction which can 

be implemented to apply the action on multiple banners and sliders.

Features

* Enable/Disable Banner Slider module via Admin.

* Highlight your promotion, campaign or any other event by using banner slider.

* Sliders provide an ideal way to display multiple images.

* Ability to add different modes on slider.

* Ability to add sorting type for the sliders.

* Manage speed of the slider.

* Apply animation on the slider.

* Mass actions for enabling, disabling and deleting sliders.

* Ability to create banners by editing slider.

* Add multiple banners to a slider by selecting slider from the dropdown while saving banner.

* Ability to add start date and end date for each banner image.

* Ability to add captions with the information you want to display on the slider banners.

* Mass actions for enabling, disabling and deleting banners.

* Fully responsive on Mobile, Tablet, Laptop & Desktop

* Powerful & user-friendly admin features

* Much More...

Extension Usage:

The usage of an banner slider extension is very simple and powerful. Follow the steps 

along with the screenshots mentioned below:



1) Admin:

Enable the ‘Banner Slider’ extension & Debug log in Admin(CONTENT-

>UNICODESYSTEMS -> BANNER SLIDER -> General)

For creating slider follow these steps:
Go to “Content” >> “Manage
Sliders” Click on “Add new slider”

Fill the following details and save the slider.

i) Title: Title of the slider.

ii) Slider Status: Enable/disable slider.

iii) Select available Slider Styles: if you select “Yes”, you can use one among available 
sliders that our extension provides. In contrast, if you select “No”, you can add code to 
customize the slider as you want.

iv) Select Slider Mode: Three different modes are available for the slider. Select the 

desired mode.

v) Sort type: Two different sorting techniques are avaiable - “random” and “orderly”. 

Selected sorting will be applied on the slider.

vi) Animation Effect: Apply animation effect “Slide” or “Fade”.



vii) Speed: You can adjust the speed of the slider by providing the speed in the settings. 

The speed would be in milliseconds.

viii) Position: With the help of position you can define the place where you show to call the 

slider. Select the position from the dropdown and the slider will be added at that position.



For creating banner there are two possible ways:

First Method:

1. Go to “Content” >> “Manage Sliders”. Click on the slider you want to add banner and 
click edit.
2. You will see a button at the top “Create Banner”.
3. Click on Create Banner, a popup will appear.
4. Fill the details and click save. Banner will be added to that respected slider.

Second Method:

1. Go to “Content” >> “Manage Banners”
2. Click on “Add new Banner”

3. Fill the details and save the banner.



For creating banner fill the following details and save the banner.

i) Name: Fill the name of the banner.

ii) Status: Set status of banner Enable to show the banner and disable to hide the banner.

iii) Slider: Select the slider to which you want to attach the banners to.

iv) Alt Text: This would be used to add alt text for SEO.

v) Caption: Add captions on he slider using the caption property. The added caption will be 

displayed on the banner.

vi) Banner Image: Upload banner image from here.

vii) Starting Time: Select the date and time from when you want to display the banner.

viii) Ending Time: Select the date and time upto when you want to display the banner.

ix)Redirect Url: Specify the url where you want the customers to be redirected after clicking on

the banner image. Provide full url of the site (For ex: http://www.google.com   or contact-us  )

Note: Don’t use urls for static pages, other pages as /contact-us, either provide full url or only 

the page url key.

x) Target: Specifies the target to open link in new window or existing window with the values 

like (“_self”, “_blank”,”_parent”).

Note: Please run magento commands after changing settings to see the reflection.

http://www.google.com/


2) Frontend:

Support:

In case of any further assistance related to ‘Banner Slider’ extension ,please feel free to

contact us at ecommerce@unicodesystems.in


